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Computational	interaction	
•  Classic	human-computer	interaction	(HCI)	method	

does	not	handle	user	interface	design	under	
uncertainty	very	well	

•  Classic	HCI	method	is	underpinned	on	eliciting	user	
needs	using	a	variety	of	processes	and	then	an	
iterative	process	of	design	and	evaluation,	in	which	
design	is	driven	by	design	ingenuity	rather	than	
principles	

•  This	means:	
–  No	automated	design	work	
–  No	explicit	model	
–  Data	influenced	design	only	through	the	designer	

•  Computational	interaction	is	an	emerging	discipline	in	
HCI	which	proposes	user	interface	development	by	
allowing	algorithms	to	perform	work,	by	explicit	
modelling,	and	by	allowing	data	to	directly	influence	
design.	

Computational	interaction	
•  Computational	interaction	would	typically	involve	

at	least	one	of:	
I.  an	explicit	mathematical	model	of	user-system	

behavior;	
II.  a	way	of	updating	that	model	with	observed	data	

from	users;	
III.  an	algorithmic	element	that,	using	this	model,	can	

directly	synthesise	or	adapt	the	design;	
IV.  a	way	of	automating	and	instrumenting	the	

modeling	and	design	process;	
V.  the	ability	to	simulate	or	synthesise	elements	of	the	

expected	user-system	behavior.	

Intelligent	text	entry	as	an	example	
of	designing	interaction	under	

uncertainty	
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Principles	of	intelligent	text	entry	
•  ...which	can	often	be	

thought	of	as	an	
inference	problem:	
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for	intelligent	text	entry	methods.	AI	
Magazine	30(4):	85-94.	
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•  High	familiarity	and	high	immediate	efficacy	
– Either	extremely	easy-to-learn	or	very	similar	to	
existing	technology	(or	both)	
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The	cross-over	point	

Objective	benefit	

Nicosia,	M.,	Oulasvirta,	A.	and	Kristensson,	P.O.	2014.	Modeling	the	perception	of	user	
performance.	In	Proceedings	of	the	32nd	ACM	Conference	on	Human	Factors	in	Computing	
Systems	(CHI	2014).	ACM	Press:	1747-1756.	



The	cross-over	point	

Perceived	benefit	

Nicosia,	M.,	Oulasvirta,	A.	and	Kristensson,	P.O.	2014.	Modeling	the	perception	of	user	
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The	narrow	design	space	 The	narrow	design	space	

Solution	principles	
•  From	closed	to	open-loop	

–  Avoid	the	need	for	a	visual	feedback	loop	
•  Continuous	novice-to-expert	transition	

–  Avoid	explicit	learning	
•  Path	dependency	

–  Avoid	redesigning	the	interaction	layer	
•  Flexibility	

–  Enable	users	to	compose	and	edit	in	a	variety	of	styles	without	
explicit	mode	switching	

•  Probabilistic	error	correction	
–  Use	the	hypothesis	space	to	design	optimal	error	correction	

strategies	
•  Fluid	regulation	of	uncertainty	

–  Allow	users	to	seamlessly	influence	the	inference	process	
•  Efficiency	

–  Let	users’	creativity	be	the	bottle-neck	

From	Closed	to	Open	Loop	
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Decoding	noisy	gestures	into	text	using	a	combination	of	
gesture	recognition	and	language	modelling	

Closed-	and	open-loop	
•  Closed-loop:	

–  Continuous	feedback-driven	interaction	
–  Visually-guided	motion	
–  Slow	and	precise	
–  Modelled	well	by	the	“crossing	law”	

•  Average	movement	time	=	a	+	b	log2(D/W+1);	a	and	b	are	linear	
regression	coefficients;	D	and	W	are	the	distance	and	width	to	the	
crossing	goal	respectively	

•  Open-loop:	
–  Not	feedback-driven	
–  Direct	recall	from	motor	memory	
–  Fast	and	imprecise	
–  No	good	model	exits	

•  Gesture	keyboard	interaction	is	a	mix	of	closed-	and	open-
loop	interaction	

Continuous	Novice-to-Expert	
Transition	

Continuous	transition	from	novice	to	
expert	behaviour	

Skill	acquisition	

Falling	back	and	relearning	

Consistent	
movement	
pattern	

Complete	novice:	
	
Tracing	letter	to	letter	
Closed-loop	
Slow	and	accurate	
	

Complete	expert:	
	
Gesturing	word	shapes	
Open-loop	
Fast	and	inaccurate	



Path	Dependency	

Example:	typing	on	a	smartwatch	

•  Small	screen	size	is	obviously	a	constraint	
•  Many	naïve	solutions:	
– Progressive	zooming	techniques	
– Reduce	keyset	(á	la	the	old	telephone	keypad	
techniques)	

– Various	multi-stroke	strategies	
•  All	slow	
•  All	demand	user	learning	(no	immediate	
efficacy)	

The	cross-over	point	

Time	

Performance	

New	smartwatch	
input	method	

Familiar	interface	

Benefit	

Time	investment	
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•  High	effective	entry	rate	
– Among	the	fastest	of	their	generation	

•  High	familiarity	and	high	immediate	efficacy	
– Either	extremely	easy-to-learn	or	very	similar	to	
existing	technology	(or	both)	

•  It	takes	a	very	long	time	to	learn	
QWERTY	(or	learn	a	new	layout)	

•  Users	are	familiar	with	
touchscreen	QWERTY	

•  Keep	QWERTY	

Touch	modelling	

2D	Gaussians	centered	at	each	key.		
Separate	variances	in	the	x-	and	y-dimensions.	

Vertanen,	K.,	Memmi,	H.,	Emge,	J.,	Reyal,	S.	and	Kristensson,	P.O.	2015.	VelociTap:	investigating	
fast	mobile	text	entry	using	sentence-based	decoding	of	touchscreen	keyboard	input.	In	
Proceedings	of	the	33rd	ACM	Conference	on	Human	Factors	in	Computing	Systems	(CHI	2015).	
ACM	Press:	659-668.		

Language	modelling	

•  Language	models:	
– 12-gram	letter	model	
– 4-gram	word	model	with	unknown	word	
– Trained	on	billions	of	words	of	data	

§ Twitter,	blog,	social	media,	Usenet,	and	web	data	

– Optimized	for	short	email-like	messages	
– Letter	+	word	language	model	=	~4	GB	memory	

Vertanen,	K.,	Memmi,	H.,	Emge,	J.,	Reyal,	S.	and	Kristensson,	P.O.	2015.	VelociTap:	investigating	
fast	mobile	text	entry	using	sentence-based	decoding	of	touchscreen	keyboard	input.	In	
Proceedings	of	the	33rd	ACM	Conference	on	Human	Factors	in	Computing	Systems	(CHI	2015).	
ACM	Press:	659-668.		

Decoding	

Observation	1	 Observation	2	 Observation	3	
f
g
c

z

ϵ

ab
z

Tokens	track:	probability,	LM	context,	traceback	

o

ϵ

a

z

X X

d

ϵ

o za

X

d

good	

god	

go	

Beam	prune	to	keep	tractable	

X X
X

X



Entry	and	error	rate	
Condition	

Normal	 Standard	portrait	keyboard,	60mm	wide	

Small	 Big	smartwatch,	40mm	wide	

Tiny	 Small	smartwatch,	25mm	wide	

Typing	on	a	tiny	keyboard	

Flexibility	

Speech	recognition	error	correction:	
the	standard	method	

•  User:	“the	cat	sat”	



Speech	recognition	error	correction:	
the	standard	method	

•  User:	“the	cat	sat”	
•  System:	“the	bat	sat”	

Speech	recognition	error	correction:	
the	standard	method	

•  User:	“the	cat	sat”	
•  System:	“the	bat	sat”	
•  User:	“select	bat”	

Speech	recognition	error	correction:	
the	standard	method	

•  User:	“the	cat	sat”	
•  System:	“the	bat	sat”	
•  User:	“select	bat”	
•  System:	“the	bat	sat	dissect	rat”	

Speech	recognition	error	correction:	
the	standard	method	

•  User:	“the	cat	sat”	
•  System:	“the	bat	sat”	
•  User:	“select	bat”	
•  System:	“the	bat	sat	dissect	rat”	
•  (User:	“I	hate	this…”)	



The	flexible	multimodal	fusion	
approach	

•  User	speaks:	“the	cat	sat”	
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approach	

•  User	speaks:	“the	cat	sat”	
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The	flexible	multimodal	fusion	
approach	

•  User	speaks:	“the	cat	sat”	
•  System:	“the	bat	sat”	
•  User	gestures	the	word:	“cat”	
•  System:	“the	cat	sat”	



The	flexible	multimodal	fusion	
approach	

•  User	speaks:	“the	cat	sat”	
•  System:	“the	bat	sat”	
•  User	gestures	the	word:	“cat”	
•  System:	“the	cat	sat”	

•  The	system	automatically	identifies	the	error	
location	and	corrects	the	error	

Kristensson,	P.O.	and	Vertanen,	K.	2011.	Asynchronous	multimodal	text	entry	using	speech	and	
gesture	keyboards.	In	Proceedings	of	the	12th	Annual	Conference	of	the	International	Speech	
Communication	Association	(Interspeech	2011).	ISCA:	581-584.	

Output	from	a	text	entry	modality	

Gesture	
keyboard	

Output	from	a	text	entry	modality	

Gesture	
keyboard	

Time	step	1	

Output	from	a	text	entry	modality	

Gesture	
keyboard	

Time	step	1	



Output	from	a	text	entry	modality	

Gesture	
keyboard	

Time	step	1	 Time	step	2	

Output	from	a	text	entry	modality	

Gesture	
keyboard	

thee	0.3	

the	0.6	

three	0.1	

Output	from	a	text	entry	modality	

Gesture	
keyboard	

the	0.3	

	ε	0.6	

thee	0.1	

Output	from	a	text	entry	modality	

Gesture	
keyboard	

thee	0.3	

the	0.6	

three	0.1	



VAT	0.2	

Output	from	a	text	entry	modality	

Gesture	
keyboard	

thee	0.3	

the	0.6	

three	0.1	

cat	0.6	

cart	0.2	

at	0.28	rat	0.28	

Output	from	two	text	entry	modalities	

the	0.56	

a	0.38	

cat	0.82	

at	0.06	
fat	0.06	

ε	0.87	

at	0.09	

sat	0.75	

nat	0.19	

the	0.94	 bat	0.57	

cat	0.09	

sat	0.47	

ε	0.21	

at	0.28	rat	0.28	

Softening	the	word	confusion	networks:	
adding	wild-card	transitions	

the	0.56	

a	0.38	
*	0.03	

cat	0.82	

at	0.06	
fat	0.06	
*	0.03	

ε	0.87	

at	0.09	
*	0.03	

sat	0.75	

nat	0.19	
*	0.03	

the	0.94	

*	0.03	

bat	0.57	

cat	0.09	
*	0.03	

sat	0.47	

ε	0.21	
*	0.03	

at	0.28	rat	0.28	

Softening	the	word	confusion	networks:	
adding	epsilon	transitions	

the	0.56	

a	0.38	
*	0.03	
ε	0.02	

cat	0.82	

at	0.06	
fat	0.06	
*	0.03	
ε	0.02	

ε	0.87	

at	0.09	
*	0.03	

sat	0.75	

nat	0.19	
*	0.03	
ε	0.02	

the	0.94	

*	0.03	
ε	0.02	

bat	0.57	

cat	0.09	
*	0.03	
ε	0.02	

sat	0.47	

ε	0.21	
*	0.03	



at	0.28	rat	0.28	

Softening	the	word	confusion	networks:	
adding	wild-card	self-loops	

the	0.56	

a	0.38	
*	0.03	
ε	0.02	

0.01	
*	

0.01	
*	 cat	0.82	

at	0.06	
fat	0.06	
*	0.03	
ε	0.02	

0.01	
*	 ε	0.87	

at	0.09	
*	0.03	

0.01	
*	 sat	0.75	

nat	0.19	
*	0.03	
ε	0.02	

0.01	
*	

the	0.94	

*	0.03	
ε	0.02	

0.01	
*	

0.01	
*	 bat	0.57	

cat	0.09	
*	0.03	
ε	0.02	

0.01	
*	 sat	0.47	

ε	0.21	
*	0.03	

0.01	
*	

at	0.28	rat	0.28	

Search	for	the	highest	joint	path	in	both	
recognition	modalities	

the	0.56	

a	0.38	
*	0.03	
ε	0.02	

0.01	
*	

0.01	
*	 cat	0.82	

at	0.06	
fat	0.06	
*	0.03	
ε	0.02	

0.01	
*	 ε	0.87	

at	0.09	
*	0.03	

0.01	
*	 sat	0.75	

nat	0.19	
*	0.03	
ε	0.02	

0.01	
*	

the	0.94	

*	0.03	
ε	0.02	

0.01	
*	

0.01	
*	 bat	0.57	

cat	0.09	
*	0.03	
ε	0.02	

0.01	
*	 sat	0.47	

ε	0.21	
*	0.03	

0.01	
*	

Speech-only	flexible	repair	

Probabilistic	error	correction	



Probabilistic	error	correction	

•  For	any	probabilistic	text	entry	method…	
–  Capable	of	assigning	posterior	probability	

distributions	to	words	
•  …there	exists	a	hypothesis	space	
•  The	best	result	is	the	maximum	probability	path	

in	this	hypothesis	space	
– However,	it	need	not	be	the	one	the	user	intended	

•  By	exposing	part	of	the	hypothesis	space	to	
users,	high	efficiencies	can	be	gained	when	users	
correct	words	

Fluid	regulation	of	uncertainty	

The	auto-correct	trap	
•  Auto-correct	is	great	when	it	works	
•  However,	when	auto-correct	fails	error	correction	activities	

exhibit	a	high	penalty	
•  The	solution	is	to	provide	users	with	more	agency	and	

allow	them	to	regulate	their	certainty	

Weir,	D.,	Pohl,	H.,	Rogers,	S.,	Vertanen,	K.	and	Kristensson,	P.O.	2014.	Uncertain	text	entry	on	
mobile	devices.	In	Proceedings	of	the	32nd	ACM	Conference	on	Human	Factors	in	Computing	
Systems	(CHI	2014).	ACM	Press:	2307-2316.	

Pressure-sensitive	auto-correct	

•  Likelihood	of	a	Gaussian	with	standard	deviation	
regulated	by	pressure	

•  Standard	deviation	computed	as	C/ωT,	where	C	is	a	
constant	and	ωT	is	the	pressure	for	touch	T	

•  Tuned	C	so	that	the	pressure	of	a	typical	touch	had	a	
standard	deviation	of	half	a	key	width	

Weir,	D.,	Pohl,	H.,	Rogers,	S.,	Vertanen,	K.	and	Kristensson,	P.O.	2014.	Uncertain	text	entry	on	
mobile	devices.	In	Proceedings	of	the	32nd	ACM	Conference	on	Human	Factors	in	Computing	
Systems	(CHI	2014).	ACM	Press:	2307-2316.	



Results	
•  Enabling	users	to	regulate	their	certainty	by	force	

resulted	in	a	10%	percentage	drop	in	active	
corrections	(fixing	a	word	by	backspacing	or	
retyping)	

•  This	improved	entry	rate	by	20%	
Efficiency	

Eye-typing	

Q	 W	 E	 R	 T	 Y	 U	 I	 O	 P	

A	 S	 D	 F	 G	 H	 J	 K	 L	

Z	 X	 C	 V	 B	 N	 M	

Eye-typing	

Q	 W	 E	 R	 T	 Y	 U	 I	 O	 P	

A	 S	 D	 F	 G	 H	 J	 K	 L	

Z	 X	 C	 V	 B	 N	 M	



Eye-typing	

Q	 W	 E	 R	 T	 Y	 U	 I	 O	 P	

A	 S	 D	 F	 G	 H	 J	 K	 L	

Z	 X	 C	 V	 B	 N	 M	

125	ms	

Eye-typing	

Q	 W	 E	 R	 T	 Y	 U	 I	 O	 P	

A	 S	 D	 F	 G	 H	 J	 K	 L	

Z	 X	 C	 V	 B	 N	 M	

250	ms	

Eye-typing	

Q	 W	 E	 R	 T	 Y	 U	 I	 O	 P	

A	 S	 D	 F	 G	 H	 J	 K	 L	

Z	 X	 C	 V	 B	 N	 M	

375	ms	

Eye-typing	

Q	 W	 E	 R	 T	 Y	 U	 I	 O	 P	

A	 S	 D	 F	 G	 H	 J	 K	 L	

Z	 X	 C	 V	 B	 N	 M	

500	ms	



Eye-typing	

Q	 W	 E	 R	 T	 Y	 U	 I	 O	 P	

A	 S	 D	 F	 G	 H	 J	 K	 L	

Z	 X	 C	 V	 B	 N	 M	

625	ms	

Eye-typing	

Q	 W	 E	 R	 T	 Y	 U	 I	 O	 P	

A	 S	 D	 F	 G	 H	 J	 K	 L	

Z	 X	 C	 V	 B	 N	 M	

750	ms	

Eye-typing	

Q	 W	 E	 R	 T	 Y	 U	 I	 O	 P	

A	 S	 D	 F	 G	 H	 J	 K	 L	

Z	 X	 C	 V	 B	 N	 M	

875	ms	

Eye-typing	

Q	 W	 E	 R	 T	 Y	 U	 I	 O	 P	

A	 S	 D	 F	 G	 H	 J	 K	 L	

Z	 X	 C	 V	 B	 N	 M	

1000	ms	



Record	speeds	achieved	when	writing	
by	gaze	

•  Eye-typing	
– 5–10	wpm	(Majaranta	and	Räihä	2002;	Rough	et	
al.	2014)	

•  Eye-typing	with	adjustable-dwell	
– 7-20	wpm	(Majaranta	et	al.	2009;	Räihä	and	
Ovaska	2012;	Rough	et	al.	2014)	

•  Dasher	
– 12–26	wpm	(Tuisku	et	al.	2008;	Ward	and	MacKay	
2002;	Rough	et	al.	2014)	

Dwell-free	eye-typing	

Q	 W	 E	 R	 T	 Y	 U	 I	 O	 P	

A	 S	 D	 F	 G	 H	 J	 K	 L	

Z	 X	 C	 V	 B	 N	 M	

Kristensson,	P.O.	and	Vertanen,	K.	2012.	The	potential	of	dwell-free	eye-typing	for	fast	assistive	
gaze	communication.	In	Proceedings	of	the	7th	ACM	Symposium	on	Eye-Tracking	Research	&	
Applications	(ETRA	2012).	ACM	Press:	241-244.	
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Dwell-free	eye-typing	

Q	 W	 E	 R	 T	 Y	 U	 I	 O	 P	

A	 S	 D	 F	 G	 H	 J	 K	 L	

Z	 X	 C	 V	 B	 N	 M	

The	cat	

Dwell-free	eye-typing	

Q	 W	 E	 R	 T	 Y	 U	 I	 O	 P	

A	 S	 D	 F	 G	 H	 J	 K	 L	

Z	 X	 C	 V	 B	 N	 M	

Human	performance	estimate	of	
dwell-free	eye-typing	

•  Recorded	400	minutes	of	eye-trace	data	
•  Participants	entered	a	total	of	2026	phrases	
•  Participants	were	prompted	phrases	and	asked	to	copy	

them	as	quickly	and	as	accurately	as	possible	
•  Our	system	knew	what	the	user	was	supposed	to	write	and	

verified	that	the	user	is	gazing	at	the	letter	sequence	
corresponding	to	the	stimulus	

Entry	rate	



Human	performance	model	 Human	performance	model	

Eye-typing	using	adjustable	dwell,	
final	entry	rate	(mean	=	20	wpm)	

Human	performance	model	

Eye-typing	using	adjustable	dwell,	
final	entry	rate	(mean	=	20	wpm)	

Human	performance	model	

Eye-typing	using	adjustable	dwell,	
final	entry	rate	(mean	=	20	wpm)	

230%	



Entry	rate,	first	10-15	minutes	 Entry	rate,	first	10-15	minutes	

Eye-typing	using	adjustable	dwell,	
entry	rate	in	the	first	session	(mean	=	6.9	wpm)	

Entry	rate,	first	10-15	minutes	

Eye-typing	using	adjustable	dwell,	
entry	rate	in	the	first	session	(mean	=	6.9	wpm)	

520%	

A	step-change	in	gaze	communication	

•  Existing	gaze	communication	solutions	
– Limited	to	circa	20	wpm	

•  Dwell-free	eye-typing	
– Empirically	measured	human	performance	
potential:	46	wpm	average	

•  Released	as	a	product:	Tobii-Dynavox	I-Series+	
		



Conclusions	
•  A	text	entry	method	likely	to	be	adopted	by	users	is	

probably	similar	to	existing	solutions	and	at	least	as	fast	
•  It	is	still	possible	to	make	progress	by	using	a	few	solution	

principles:	
–  From	closed	to	open-loop	
–  Continuous	novice-to-expert	transition	
–  Path	dependency	
–  Flexibility	
–  Probabilistic	error	correction	
–  Fluid	regulation	of	uncertainty	
–  Efficiency	

•  In	general,	these	can	be	viewed	as	solution	principles	for	
uncertain	interaction	

Kristensson,	P.O.	2015.	Next-generation	text	entry.	IEEE	Computer	48(7):	84-87.	

Lecture 5:
Designing efficient systems
Measuring and optimising human performance through quantitative experimental 
methods.

Overview of the course

• Theory driven approaches to HCI
• Design of visual displays
• Goal-oriented interaction
• Designing smart systems (guest lecturer)
• Designing efficient systems
• Designing meaningful systems (guest lecturer)
• Evaluating interactive system designs
• Designing complex systems

Lessons from text entry - recap

• It’s possible to model human action
• It’s possible (in  part) to predict human action
• Efficiency can be predicted, and also measured
• A really fundamental trade-off:

• Speed versus accuracy



Fitts’ Law

User actions are information-constrained

How many bits of information to select one of these choices?

How many bits of information to select one of these choices?

The human neuromotor system is limited by information rate - size of target relative to movement

Demonstration of Fitts’ Law
Fitts’ Law – the only equation in HCI!
• How long does it take to point at something?

• Proportional to the Distance to target

• Inversely proportional to Width of target

• Like most human performance (and most things in information theory), 
it’s a log function:

• Time = k log (2D/W)



Speed-accuracy tradeoff

• Users are capable of doing things faster
• But making more mistakes as a result
• Did your application need speed, or accuracy?

By Anna Frodesiak - Own work, Public Domain, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=11443870

https://theoutline.com/post/2954/user-interface-designers-
are-horrified-by-hawaii-s-missile-alert-system?zd=1

Hacking Fitt’s Law: “semantic pointing”

Renaud Blanch, Yves Guiard and Michel Beaudouin-Lafon. Semantic Pointing: Improving Target Acquisition with Control-Display Ratio 
Adaptation. In Proceedings of CHI 2004, pages 519-526, Vienna - Austria, April 2004.

Small changes can have a big effect (1972)

vs =>

KLM/GOMS: Predicting time



Keystroke Level Model (KLM)

Model an interaction as series of operators, to predict the time an 
expert takes to do something

Operator Time/s Description

K 0.2 Key or button press

P 1.1 Pointing

H 0.4 Homing, switching hand between keyboard/mouse

M 1.35 Mental preparation

R ? System response time

Keystroke Level Model (KLM)

Rules for when you should insert operators (NOT EXAMINABLE)

1. Insert Ms in front of Ks and Ps that select commands
2. Remove any Ms that are fully anticipated
3. Remove all by the first M from runs of MK that are a single cognitive 

unit
4. Remove any Ms where the K is a redundant terminator
5. Remove Ms from terminate constant strings

Example
M (before command)
H (hand -> mouse)
P (point at “Tweet”)
K (Click)
R (wait for response)

Example
M (before command)
P (point at “What’s happening?”)
K (Click)



Example
M (Prepare to type)
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
M (Prepare to click)
P (Point at “Tweet”)
K (Click)
R (Wait for response)

Example
MHPKR
MPK
MKKKKKKKMPKR

1.35 + 0.4 + 1.1 + 0.2 + ~0.2
1.35 + 1.1 + 0.2
1.35 + 7*0.2 + 1.35 + 1.1 + 0.2 + ~0.2

= 11.5s

Keyboard shortcuts Example
M (become command)
K (‘n’)
R (wait for response)



Example
M (Prepare to type)
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
M (Prepare to click)
K (cmd)
K (enter)
R (Wait for response)

Example
MKR
MKKKKKKKMKKR

1.35 + 0.2 + ~0.2
1.35 + 7*0.2 + 1.35 + 0.2 + 0.2 + ~0.2

= 6.45s

(Compared to 11.5s before)

Experiments: Measuring time/usage

How many links should be on a search 
result page? (10, 20 or 30?)

Marissa Mayer, http://assets.en.oreilly.com/1/event/29/Keynote%20Presentation%202.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WFsQvcdmLxc&feature=channel

• User studies: More is better
• When given 30, usage fell - why?

– Analysis showed 400ms extra latency



Latency experiment

Marissa Mayer, http://assets.en.oreilly.com/1/event/29/Keynote%20Presentation%202.pdf

Experiment Group
(+400 ms latency)Control Group

No significant change Usage dropped 0.44%
0.74% after 6 weeks

Remained 0.21% lower after experiment

Compare these groups

These are A/B experiments

(statistics: histograms & distributions)

number of
observations

time

1

2

3

4

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 4540

Experimental treatments

• A treatment is some modification that we expect to have an effect on 
usability:
– How long does Donald take to send his tweet using this great new interface, 

compared to the crummy old one?

– Expected answer: usually faster, but not always

number of
observation

trials

time taken to send tweet
(faster)

new old



Hypothesis testing

• Null hypothesis:

– What is the probability that this amount of difference in means could be random 
variation between samples?

– Hopefully very low (p < 0.01, or 1%)

– Use a statistical significance test, such as the t-test.

only
random
variation
observed

observed effect
probably does

result from
treatment

very significant
effect of

treatment

Sign tests

• In a within subjects experiment it’s possible to compare the results
– Explores the [null] hypothesis that the median of the pairs is zero

– Means might not be significant, but the sign can be

– This is a non-parametric test, so doesn’t depend much on the data, but not very 
powerful (use a paired t-test, or Wilcoxon rank test instead) 

time
to send tweet

new

old

Experiment A: ‘significant’ but boring

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x x

x

Sources of variation

• People differ, so quantitative approaches to HCI must be statistical. 

• We must distinguish sources of variation:
– The effect of the treatment - what we want to measure. 

– Individual differences between subjects (e.g. IQ).

– Distractions during the trial (e.g. sneezing).

– Motivation of the subject (e.g. Mondays).

– Accidental intervention by experimenter (e.g. hints).

– Other random factors.

• Good experimental design and analysis isolates these.

Effect size – means and error bars

• Difference of two means may be statistically significant (if sample has 
low variance), without being very interesting. 
– But mean differences must always be reported with a confidence interval, or 

plotted with ‘error bars’

(mean) time
to send tweet

newold

(mean) time
to send tweet

newold

Experiment A: ‘significant’ but boring Experiment B: interesting, but treat with caution



Problems with controlled experiments

• Huge variation between people (~200%)

• Mistakes mean huge variation in accuracy (~1000%)

• Improvements are often small (~20%)

• … or even negative (because new & unfamiliar)

• … and may result from something unrelated to your design!

By Western Electric Company - Western Electric Company Photograph Album, 1925., Public Domain, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=37704076

• Studies on productivity in 1924-1932
• Do lighting levels affect productivity?
• Studies appeared to show improvements in both directions
• Results show the motivational effect of being studied, not of the change

The Hawthorne Effect

Is efficiency always a design goal?
- What if you wanted to encourage 

thoughtfulness? Creativity? 

Taylorism

• F.W. Taylor (1856-1915)
• Engineer who invented scientific management
• Measure workers as if parts in a machine
• Optimise by measurement and correction

• Not so popular with trade unions!
• Note that 2nd wave HCI (the turn from human factors 

to social science) involved working closely with trade 
unions, especially in Sweden and Denmark

Public Domain, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=4548998



Discretionary use systems

If you are not working to someone else’s goal, you can decide 
whether or not to be efficient (or whether you want to use the 
system at all)

Simone Giertz: “Queen of Shitty Robots”

Efficient creativity?

• What if there isn’t a good measure of productivity?
• Maximise output of poetry-lines?
• Maximise musical notes played per second?
• Maximise Cambridge graduates per year?

• Optimum User Experience
• What if you wanted people to enjoy 

what they did?

Hervegirod at English Wikipedia CC BY 3.0 via Wikimedia Commons

Lecture 7:
Evaluating interactive systems
Approaches to evaluation in systems research and engineering

Overview of the course

• Theory driven approaches to HCI
• Design of visual displays
• Goal-oriented interaction
• Designing smart systems (guest lecturer)
• Designing efficient systems
• Designing meaningful systems (guest lecturer)
• Evaluating interactive system designs
• Designing complex systems



Reminder: Controlled experiments 
from Lecture 5

number of
observation

trials

time taken to send tweet
(faster)

new old

Randomised Control Trial (RCT) 

• Commonly used in medicine e.g. drugs trials
• What you need to run an RCT:

• A performance measure
• A representative population sample + informed consent
• A task

• Results
• Effect size, correlations, significance measures

• Difficulties
• Overcoming natural variation needs large samples
• Little understanding as to why a change occurred
• Does the effect generalise? 
• Number of studies/orthogonality of variables

• RCTs are little used for design research in commercial products
• Performance measure is usually profit maximisation

• Sales/Profit are often hard to measure with useful latency
• Typically use proxy measures instead

• 1 day active, 7 day active, 28 day active

Often used as summative evaluation

Commercial product evaluation Internal vs External validity

• Internal Validity
• Reproducibility, Scientific integrity, Refutability
• “Was the study done right?”

• External Validity
• Generalisability
• “Does the study tell us useful things?”



Formative vs Summative

• Formative
• Evaluates and refines design ideas

• Summative
• Tests and evaluates systems

Analytical
(Theoretical)

Empirical
(Observed)

Qualitative
(words)

Quantitative
(numbers)

Analytics/
Metrics

Cognitive 
Walkthrough

Analytical
(Theoretical)

Empirical
(Observed)

Qualitative
(words)

Quantitative
(numbers)

Analytics/
Metrics

KLM/GOMS

Interviews (From Part 1A)
Think Aloud

Cognitive 
Dimensions 
(Lecture 8)

Analysing qualitative data

• Categorical coding (answers ‘closed’ questions)
• Create a coding frame of expected categories of interest
• Segment the text data
• Assign each segment to a category

• Grounded theory (asks ‘open’ questions)
• No prior expectation or theoretical assumption
• Read data closely, looking for interesting stuff (‘open coding’)
• Collect fragments, writing ‘memos’  to capture your own  insights
• Organise emerging themes using ‘axial coding’
• Constantly compare memos,  themes and findings to original data



Case study: Interpreting product feedback

Tinkercad Community 
Forum -> General 
Discussion
“Anything we didn't cover in 
other topics” (so could 
contain anything at all)

https://support.tinkercad.com/hc/en-us/communi
ty/topics/200160948-General-Discussion

Evening, I was making a complicated design involving multiple parts, and while grouping the pieces, smaller "shards" or fragments appeared near the group.
So I would like to know if someone knows a way to take this object https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2539276 - and fill in the letters to make a custom inlay of them. I printed this coaster out in black. I would like to fill in the letters in 
orange. I just don't know how to extract the shapes to print out just the inlay portions. Don't really want someone to do it for me as much as pointing me in the right direction to be able to do it myself. thanks.
Many of my student projects are giving me this same message... 410 - The requested page has expired. How can I view student work?
I have been gone from Tinker CAD for a very long time. I was hoping to find all of my old designs. Are they gone or am I not looking in the right place?
I used to use this program every day, but as of lately, I can't even get it to load on Chrome or FireFox. Is it down for maintenance, or is my instance broken?
Can someone tell me how to add a design to "Favorites"?
I created an account for my son and I received the email to "Approve".  I clicked on approve however my son can not use the account. It appears there is a lag time from the time I approve???? My son has a work shop this evening and he 
is required to have a Tinkercad account.  Can you manually approve?
Why is it that selecting objects in the tutorial other than the largest ones fails so often? The controls and instructions are incredible simple and easy, but 3 times out of 4, when i try to select an object, it just won't select it, no matter what 
angle i rotate the view to, or how far in or out i zoom it. This is especially true with objects moved inside orange guidelines.
Can Tinkercad be used to design simple 2D architecture style drafting for a remodel of my home?
Hi. I have used the group option a lot to give shape to many of the objects of my design. I've noticed all these changes are stored, so everytime I load the design or edit an object, it becomes slower and slower. Isn't there any way to make 
the program forget about all the objects used for cutting or adding shapes and expand the result as a definitive object? Thanx.
I used tinkercad quite some time ago for a school project and some other stuff and haven't logged in since. I think it must be about 2 years (or more) since I last logged in. I had some projects that I worked on but now they're all gone? 
Does anyone know why this could be and how to get them back (if possible) THanks in advance.
Whenever we try to print our design on our 3D printer it keeps messing up at the corners when it overlaps and then the nozzle pulls it from the bed. We have square corners not roundish corners. Its frustrating and we don't know if its the 
corners or the bed or something to do with the slicer.
Hi, i'm trying to create a lock for  my tripod camera, i started the design but i'm not sure if it will works, i'm asking any help to review my design please. the image show the lock, and the diameter of the tripod is 26mm so i have designed the 
lock as 27mm. i will appreciate your help thanks
I'm trying to make a cookie cutter. I succeeded in converting the outline to an svg file and then importing into Tinkercad, but I can't seem to figure out how to increase the width of the actual outline. I was able to adjust the height of the 
cookie cutter, length and width...but not the thickness of it. It doesn't even tell me what the thickness is currently If i had to guess it's probably defaulted at 1mm...and this is fine for the part of the cutter that actually cuts into the cookie 
dough. But 1 mm is flimsy and would be difficult to keep its shape. So I have to make a duplicate copy of the shape, widen the thickness to 3 or 4 mm and put it on top of the cutter as a frame to give it more strength. I just can't figure out 
how to do it. I'm amazed I've gotten this far just googling because i have NO IDEA what I'm doing!
is it possible to integrate Thinkercad in a web site I'm creating as CAD tool with the output files stored on the server where the site is running? Is there a sort of engine plugin?
My students have been having difficulty with Tinkercad this week. They log in just fine, but the workplane will not load. We've tried Chrome and Explorer with no success. Anyone else experiencing this issue? 
hello, is there a place that i can view my build log, or atleast see when the build began, other than a rough estimate of "a month ago" etc?
This has been frustrating for me. It's probably something so simple that no one describes how to do it.  I've been trying to use Tinkercad on a laptop with a trackpad. I've been  unable to pan around the screen. I could zoom to the center 
and back out but not actually move the point of zoom off of the center.  I looked for the keyboard shortcuts but there's nothing there about panning.  There were instructions for how to do it with a mouse but not for a trackpad. It turns out to 
pan on the trackpad you have to press and hold the shift key and then click and hold with two fingers and then scroll around. The instructions say to do that using the right mouse button.  I've commonly used the two finger to click but never 
two finger click, hold, scroll. I probably should have figured it out sooner.  If anyone else is having the same problem, maybe this will help.
Hello, I just validated my account using my email address, but when I log in, all my files are gone. I normally log in using my FB social media profile. How can I link accounts?
The only way I know to print -- on a 2D printer -- is to "share" which generates a .png. I would like to 2D print my projects with dimensions for all the pieces. What would be a good approach?
I'm working on a file that I found on Thingiverse. I'm just trying to customize it the way I want to use. The final shape is as in the STL file I'm going to share. But I'm also sharing an image file where I'm showing 3 different sides and on 
these sides, I marked some spots where I can't get rid of misalignement. No matter what I do here, It's never all straight. Can anybody help me? Would it be difficult for you to just open the file on tinkercad and try if you can fix those sides? 
I'd be very appreciated.
How would I scale a few complicated interlocking objects up or down by 17% for example? A cube I would just add 17% to the 3 dimensions.
I like making projects, but I can't figure out how to share my designs with others. It says there is a button, but I don't see one. Please help!
Please I need of Help! How to round the sharp edges of a non-standard detail,...Apple logo?
i was wondering if it was possible to animate the 3D creations you mak in tinkercad, and if it is possible if someone could explain it to me
We have a student who keeps getting a "Failed connecting. Please try again later" error when trying to log in. Using the same computer and browser, we are able to log in to Tinkercad with a different Google account. So the issue doesn't 
appear to be computer, browser, or filtering related. This is affecting this student's ability to continue with the lesson and is falling behind what the rest of the class is able to accomplish. We have tried logging in using this account on 
several different computers and browsers, all with the same error message. I have tried submitting a ticket to Support (four tickets actually), but now one has yet to respond after about two weeks.
Despite having checked the 'stay logged in' box, I keep getting logged out after a short period of inactivity. Very frustrating!
Hi. I would like to delete a Tinkercad project, but I can't find the option anywhere. How can I delete it?
With the new beta client I have had nothing but trouble importing stl and OBJ files. Even though the files fit within the limitations, anything over only a megabyte or two will cause the workspace to lockup with an infinite "import" process bar 
in the bottom corner. When I check task manager it says I am uploading, but after so long ,up to a hour sometimes I will get a error and the upload will cancel.
I create a shape in PS and it exports as an svg and goes right into Tinkercad. But when I have any kind of bitmap graphic and export it as an svg Tinkercad thinks about it for a minute or so and then just rejects the file. I'm trying to make 
this as simple as possible for my class, which means introducing Ai is not an option. We already use PS, so that is what I want.
Hello all, I'm trying to make a pillar for a project, this pillar in real life gets slimmer from bottom to top (Base is thick and half way up it starts getting slimmer). Is there anyway that I can replicate this in Tinkercad?
I would like to know how to export a TinkerCAD 3D object into an AutoCAD 3D solid? I tried with Reaconverter but in opening on AutoCAD it isn't a solid anymore.
I was able to log in yesterday.  Today, I can login and see my projects but when I click TINKER NOW (or whatever it says) I get "Oops! 410 - The requested page has expired". When I try to log in again, I'm stuck in a loop and can't log in.  
I've tried adding the URL's (below) to the allowed list but no change.
How do I get the graphic debug tracing to appear when designing a new shape in the shape generator? I am referring to things like "Debug.line()". I am in the Autodesk Creative Platform Library Editor as the instructions state. I see 
Debug.log() appearing in the Console ok.
We want to create a circuit, the circuit will receive data from a pushbutton for example. 001 010 011, after that I want to show this in a display, is this possible? We want to learn electronics from discrete parts, so we won't use Arduino.
Greetings all, I'm new to 3D printing and I need you help. I'm trying to 3D print name tags. Problem is, I'm very limited with fonts in Tinkercad, so I tried Illustrator and saved as SVG but any curvy lines end up being straight lines while 
printing. How can i get more fonts in Tinkercad or is there any better way to import into Tinkercad from a different software, Please help
Is there a function to add an outline around inner and outer edges of a complex shape? As an example, say I wanted to press-fit a capital letter A printed in one color filament into a slightly larger A-shaped hole on the surface of an object 
printed in another color.  The outer edges are easy, just make a slightly larger letter A, and place it as a hole in the surface.  But, the difficulty comes in the inner edges.  The triangular and trapezoidal areas inside the A would have to be 
slightly smaller.  For a single simple letter like this, I could do it by hand.  But, it would get exponentially more tedious for multiple letters, and characters with more complicated shapes such as Q, S, 2, and 5.
Hi, I am trying to export a svg file for laser cutting, but it is blank,  I have followed the advice given by Christian P on 11 April 2017 to a similar query, please your assistance is appreciated.  Here is the link
I am using Google Draw and saving as .svg, but keep getting a failure to import. I was given directions to use the Legacy Design, but that is no longer available.
Last year I started to work in 123D design, and after getting used to the program I switched my pc to a Mac, BUT I can't find any oficial download links, all the websites link´s that talk about this topic directs me to thinker cad, I would like to 
ask if anyone knows how to officially download 123D design in MAC.
I am totally new into tinkercad , and have to admit i like it, the way it's built and how easy to use. However I have a problem. I create a new project, , by default this is at 200x200 of workplane , so I edit this to 600x600 (milimiters). I create a 
new cube and it appears that I can only resize it up to 200 :-( Even if I manually type the value of 400 that i need, it won't go more than 200.
I believe Tinkercad makes a great social media site since it allows users to collaborate, create, and converse with each other. However, it is not the most efficient when it comes to being a hub for conversation. I believe a great option to 
add in the future is a system to make a dedicated chat room for users to come together and chat instead of posting comments in the comment section of an empty creation serving the purpose as a chat room.
I just started using TinkerCad today and I thought I would make a case for my garage door opener. The one thing I can't seem to create is a rounded rectangle, with hard bevel on the sides, but smooth corners. Anyone know how this can 
be done?
When i try to download file i get an error message saying this file is invalid for use for the following: Security Trust Certificate.
Is there such a thing as a traditional manual for Tinkercad?. I much prefer reading how to do things with diagrams to spending ages following videoÂ  tutorials in the hope of getting an answer to my questions.
please could someone explain to me.   when i zoom in it zooms into the centre of the worksheet.  but i want to zoom into a corner.   i know how to pan around but this doesn't help for zooming.  perhaps to explain myself a bit clearer if i 
was a helicopter for example and i was flying around the worksheet i would want to fly to different corners and zoom in. the only way i found i could emulate that was by creating an object in the corner of the worksheet and then pressing 
the button called     fit view to selection.  and then i could zoom into that area of the worksheet. so my question is there anyway to just zoom in and then travel around the workplace or pull the workplace to different places.
so when i was in my old school last year we had to a project and pick a famous landamrk and make a 3d sculpture out of it we learned about architure and geomtry and i made a effiel tower it was fun we made it out of plaster of paris, and 
used glue guns and cardborad and markers or paint to desisn it. it was fun i was in 6th grade or 7th no it was 7th becuase i am now in 8th so yeah i was in 8th grade.
Now that Tinkercad doesn't have the premium membership, can you use it for commercial purposes?
Are all TinkerCAD project public? Can they be made private?
When I configured my account initially I setup my sign in to use Facebook. I'm going to be removing my Facebook account soon, as a test before doing so I logged in both with my email and using google. As I found on the help site, these 
accounts are not linked and thus I would not be able to access all my previous content. How can I transfer or link these accounts so I can disable my facebook account.
Does tinkercad have any plans on upgrading cipher support to include stronger ciphers? The certificate is fine, but only weak or compromised  ciphers are supported. I need to keep my browser at a high level of TLS+cipher security for 
work reasons, AES-128 has been deemed to be too weak .  This means I need to keep a browser specially for tinkercad, which is a pain.
I am wondering if there is actually anyone looking after the support requests at all? more than 4 weeks ago, my child brought back the information for this thinkerad website and want to enroll to it. I have done the enrollment for her, 
emailed the approval form, but nothing was heard back at all, then I sent follow up email, no response. then couple of weeks later, I tried to log a support case, no response from the support case either, then last week I received another 
email from thinkerad said I need to activate my child's account................ yes, I have tried.....
I just started working with Tinkercad this week, My printer should be here next week, so I am trying to get a head start with print designs by getting all the upgrades ready to go. One of the things I did was use an electronics box to house 
the dual mosfets and CPU. I added another designers 40mm fan covers to the box top. So my question is, when I share this design mod, what is the protocol for acknowledging the original designers? Would I need permission from them 
to use their designs to create another design? I looked for this in the forums, but everything is general and I couldn't find an answer there.
I keep running into the issue where I'll create an object, then change the workpane to one of its faces, and then come back to the original object to find that it's dimensions have changed themselves, or what was aligned now is not. For 
example, a box created with length of 15 suddenly becomes length 15.16! It is incredibly aggravating and I keep having to readjust objects every time I move the workpane. What can I do to remedy this, or is it a bug?
How do you change from orthographic to isometric view? It should be simple enough but can't find the button anywhere. Anyone know where the selector is, please let me know !
how r u all my friends ? so...about my problem ... i need a piece of plastic device that i dont know the name even in my own language (portuguese) ... perhaps someone smart could help me ... (i ve looked for help with some friends from 
engineering, but even them couldnt tell me a lot about where i could find the device i m looking for) (about my project ... i ve projected some panels,.. they are 1m x 0,85m .. and 5 cms high ... but i need a piece of plastic where the people 
will put their hands to lift it ... ) in the picture, i m talking about the blue part! ... (i m planning to sell hundreds of these panels ..but it has been hard to finish the product... ...) ps.. i found this piece of plastic that i needed in my fridge ... 
please, see the picture
Is there any way to retrieve my session before it crashed and deleted the most time consuming part of my design?  The little pieces are still there, but the big part (if you can see my change history, you'll know what I mean) is just gone.  I 
hid it so I wouldn't mess it up, tried to group an object and got a "node error: cannot group objects."  My session kicked me out and when I came back, all of the stuff that was hidden was just gone.  This is my version 6 /prototype of a 
project I've been working on for almost a week!  I would really appreciate some support.  Thank you. (design is "P22 Laser").  Issue happened using Chrome in Windows 10, on 7/10/2017 around 4:15PM.  Also, I am seeing that every post 
references filing a ticket, but the link "at the top of the page" is not there.
Hello, I was working with the 123 catch software two years ago, but now I have an error message when I try to create the project, the mistake is the following: "The application is unable to access the remote server". I'm notice that this 
software is not available in your website. Is there any other software instead? I have read that 123 catch is obsoleted and its functions is available in ThinkerCad and Fusion360, but where's this function within the applications ?

Categorical coding

• Create a coding frame of expected categories of interest
• Bugs
• Feature requests
• Permission requests
• Other

• Segment the text data
• Assign each segment to a category

Segmentation
Evening, I was making a complicated design involving multiple parts, and while grouping the 
pieces, smaller "shards" or fragments appeared near the group.
So I would like to know if someone knows a way to take this object 
https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2539276 - and fill in the letters to make a custom inlay of 
them. I printed this coaster out in black. I would like to fill in the letters in orange. I just don't 
know how to extract the shapes to print out just the inlay portions. Don't really want someone 
to do it for me as much as pointing me in the right direction to be able to do it myself. thanks.
Many of my student projects are giving me this same message... 410 - The requested page 
has expired. How can I view student work?
I have been gone from Tinker CAD for a very long time. I was hoping to find all of my old 
designs. Are they gone or am I not looking in the right place?
I used to use this program every day, but as of lately, I can't even get it to load on Chrome or 
FireFox. Is it down for maintenance, or is my instance broken?
Can someone tell me how to add a design to "Favorites"?
I created an account for my son and I received the email to "Approve".  I clicked on approve 
however my son can not use the account. It appears there is a lag time from the time I 
approve???? My son has a work shop this evening and he is required to have a Tinkercad 
account.  Can you manually approve?
Why is it that selecting objects in the tutorial other than the largest ones fails so often? The 
controls and instructions are incredible simple and easy, but 3 times out of 4, when i try to 
select an object, it just won't select it, no matter what angle i rotate the view to, or how far in 
or out i zoom it. This is especially true with objects moved inside orange guidelines.
Can Tinkercad be used to design simple 2D architecture style drafting for a remodel of my 
home?



Segmentation (and relevance filtering)
Evening, I was making a complicated design involving multiple parts, and while grouping the 
pieces, smaller "shards" or fragments appeared near the group.
So I would like to know if someone knows a way to take this object 
https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2539276 - and fill in the letters to make a custom inlay of 
them. I printed this coaster out in black. I would like to fill in the letters in orange. I just don't 
know how to extract the shapes to print out just the inlay portions. Don't really want someone 
to do it for me as much as pointing me in the right direction to be able to do it myself. thanks.
Many of my student projects are giving me this same message... 410 - The requested page 
has expired. How can I view student work?
I have been gone from Tinker CAD for a very long time. I was hoping to find all of my old 
designs. Are they gone or am I not looking in the right place?
I used to use this program every day, but as of lately, I can't even get it to load on Chrome or 
FireFox. Is it down for maintenance, or is my instance broken?
Can someone tell me how to add a design to "Favorites"?
I created an account for my son and I received the email to "Approve".  I clicked on approve 
however my son can not use the account. It appears there is a lag time from the time I 
approve???? My son has a work shop this evening and he is required to have a Tinkercad 
account.  Can you manually approve?
Why is it that selecting objects in the tutorial other than the largest ones fails so often? The 
controls and instructions are incredible simple and easy, but 3 times out of 4, when i try to 
select an object, it just won't select it, no matter what angle i rotate the view to, or how far in 
or out i zoom it. This is especially true with objects moved inside orange guidelines.
Can Tinkercad be used to design simple 2D architecture style drafting for a remodel of my 
home?

Coding
Evening, I was making a complicated design involving multiple parts, and while grouping the 
pieces, smaller "shards" or fragments appeared near the group.
So I would like to know if someone knows a way to take this object 
https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2539276 - and fill in the letters to make a custom inlay of 
them. I printed this coaster out in black. I would like to fill in the letters in orange. I just don't 
know how to extract the shapes to print out just the inlay portions. Don't really want someone 
to do it for me as much as pointing me in the right direction to be able to do it myself. thanks.
Many of my student projects are giving me this same message... 410 - The requested page 
has expired. How can I view student work?
I have been gone from Tinker CAD for a very long time. I was hoping to find all of my old 
designs. Are they gone or am I not looking in the right place?
I used to use this program every day, but as of lately, I can't even get it to load on Chrome or 
FireFox. Is it down for maintenance, or is my instance broken?
Can someone tell me how to add a design to "Favorites"?
I created an account for my son and I received the email to "Approve".  I clicked on approve 
however my son can not use the account. It appears there is a lag time from the time I 
approve???? My son has a work shop this evening and he is required to have a Tinkercad 
account.  Can you manually approve?
Why is it that selecting objects in the tutorial other than the largest ones fails so often? The 
controls and instructions are incredible simple and easy, but 3 times out of 4, when i try to 
select an object, it just won't select it, no matter what angle i rotate the view to, or how far in 
or out i zoom it. This is especially true with objects moved inside orange guidelines.
Can Tinkercad be used to design simple 2D architecture style drafting for a remodel of my 
home?

Bugs
Feature requests
Permission requests
Other

Inter-rater reliability

• Two or more people make the coding decisions independently to 
avoid systematic bias or misinterpretation

• Compare how many decisions agree, relative to chance
• Calculate a statistical measure such as Cohen’s Kappa (for 2 people) or 

Fleiss’ Kappa (for more), comparing to typical levels (0.6-0.8 is considered 
‘substantial agreement’)

• May take account of how many decisions still disagreed after 
discussion
• Which may involve refining the coding frame to resolve decision criteria
• Can ‘prototype’ by discussing a sample before coding the main corpus

Grounded theory

• For research where you don’t know in advance what you are looking 
for, but wanting to learn something from qualitative data

• Read data closely, looking for interesting stuff (‘open coding’)
• Collect fragments, writing ‘memos’  to capture your own  insights
• Organise emerging themes using ‘axial coding’
• Constantly compare memos,  themes and findings to original data



Open Coding
Evening, I was making a complicated design involving multiple parts, and while grouping the 
pieces, smaller "shards" or fragments appeared near the group.
So I would like to know if someone knows a way to take this object 
https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2539276 - and fill in the letters to make a custom inlay of 
them. I printed this coaster out in black. I would like to fill in the letters in orange. I just don't 
know how to extract the shapes to print out just the inlay portions. Don't really want someone 
to do it for me as much as pointing me in the right direction to be able to do it myself. thanks.
Many of my student projects are giving me this same message... 410 - The requested page 
has expired. How can I view student work?
I have been gone from Tinker CAD for a very long time. I was hoping to find all of my old 
designs. Are they gone or am I not looking in the right place?
I used to use this program every day, but as of lately, I can't even get it to load on Chrome or 
FireFox. Is it down for maintenance, or is my instance broken?
Can someone tell me how to add a design to "Favorites"?
I created an account for my son and I received the email to "Approve".  I clicked on approve 
however my son can not use the account. It appears there is a lag time from the time I 
approve???? My son has a work shop this evening and he is required to have a Tinkercad 
account.  Can you manually approve?
Why is it that selecting objects in the tutorial other than the largest ones fails so often? The 
controls and instructions are incredible simple and easy, but 3 times out of 4, when i try to 
select an object, it just won't select it, no matter what angle i rotate the view to, or how far in 
or out i zoom it. This is especially true with objects moved inside orange guidelines.
Can Tinkercad be used to design simple 2D architecture style drafting for a remodel of my 
home?

Memo: First time I’ve 
heard this term. Might be 
useful for future product 
documentation or 
features?

Open Coding
Evening, I was making a complicated design involving multiple parts, and while grouping the 
pieces, smaller "shards" or fragments appeared near the group.
So I would like to know if someone knows a way to take this object 
https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2539276 - and fill in the letters to make a custom inlay of 
them. I printed this coaster out in black. I would like to fill in the letters in orange. I just don't 
know how to extract the shapes to print out just the inlay portions. Don't really want someone 
to do it for me as much as pointing me in the right direction to be able to do it myself. thanks.
Many of my student projects are giving me this same message... 410 - The requested page 
has expired. How can I view student work?
I have been gone from Tinker CAD for a very long time. I was hoping to find all of my old 
designs. Are they gone or am I not looking in the right place?
I used to use this program every day, but as of lately, I can't even get it to load on Chrome or 
FireFox. Is it down for maintenance, or is my instance broken?
Can someone tell me how to add a design to "Favorites"?
I created an account for my son and I received the email to "Approve".  I clicked on approve 
however my son can not use the account. It appears there is a lag time from the time I 
approve???? My son has a work shop this evening and he is required to have a Tinkercad 
account.  Can you manually approve?
Why is it that selecting objects in the tutorial other than the largest ones fails so often? The 
controls and instructions are incredible simple and easy, but 3 times out of 4, when i try to 
select an object, it just won't select it, no matter what angle i rotate the view to, or how far in 
or out i zoom it. This is especially true with objects moved inside orange guidelines.
Can Tinkercad be used to design simple 2D architecture style drafting for a remodel of my 
home?

Open Coding
Evening, I was making a complicated design involving multiple parts, and while grouping the 
pieces, smaller "shards" or fragments appeared near the group.
So I would like to know if someone knows a way to take this object 
https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2539276 - and fill in the letters to make a custom inlay of 
them. I printed this coaster out in black. I would like to fill in the letters in orange. I just don't 
know how to extract the shapes to print out just the inlay portions. Don't really want someone 
to do it for me as much as pointing me in the right direction to be able to do it myself. thanks.
Many of my student projects are giving me this same message... 410 - The requested page 
has expired. How can I view student work?
I have been gone from Tinker CAD for a very long time. I was hoping to find all of my old 
designs. Are they gone or am I not looking in the right place?
I used to use this program every day, but as of lately, I can't even get it to load on Chrome or 
FireFox. Is it down for maintenance, or is my instance broken?
Can someone tell me how to add a design to "Favorites"?
I created an account for my son and I received the email to "Approve".  I clicked on approve 
however my son can not use the account. It appears there is a lag time from the time I 
approve???? My son has a work shop this evening and he is required to have a Tinkercad 
account.  Can you manually approve?
Why is it that selecting objects in the tutorial other than the largest ones fails so often? The 
controls and instructions are incredible simple and easy, but 3 times out of 4, when i try to 
select an object, it just won't select it, no matter what angle i rotate the view to, or how far in 
or out i zoom it. This is especially true with objects moved inside orange guidelines.
Can Tinkercad be used to design simple 2D architecture style drafting for a remodel of my 
home?

Memo: Nice community 
spirit

Open Coding
Evening, I was making a complicated design involving multiple parts, and while grouping the 
pieces, smaller "shards" or fragments appeared near the group.
So I would like to know if someone knows a way to take this object 
https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2539276 - and fill in the letters to make a custom inlay of 
them. I printed this coaster out in black. I would like to fill in the letters in orange. I just don't 
know how to extract the shapes to print out just the inlay portions. Don't really want someone 
to do it for me as much as pointing me in the right direction to be able to do it myself. thanks.
Many of my student projects are giving me this same message... 410 - The requested page 
has expired. How can I view student work?
I have been gone from Tinker CAD for a very long time. I was hoping to find all of my old 
designs. Are they gone or am I not looking in the right place?
I used to use this program every day, but as of lately, I can't even get it to load on Chrome or 
FireFox. Is it down for maintenance, or is my instance broken?
Can someone tell me how to add a design to "Favorites"?
I created an account for my son and I received the email to "Approve".  I clicked on approve 
however my son can not use the account. It appears there is a lag time from the time I 
approve???? My son has a work shop this evening and he is required to have a Tinkercad 
account.  Can you manually approve?
Why is it that selecting objects in the tutorial other than the largest ones fails so often? The 
controls and instructions are incredible simple and easy, but 3 times out of 4, when i try to 
select an object, it just won't select it, no matter what angle i rotate the view to, or how far in 
or out i zoom it. This is especially true with objects moved inside orange guidelines.
Can Tinkercad be used to design simple 2D architecture style drafting for a remodel of my 
home?



Open Coding
Evening, I was making a complicated design involving multiple parts, and while grouping the 
pieces, smaller "shards" or fragments appeared near the group.
So I would like to know if someone knows a way to take this object 
https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2539276 - and fill in the letters to make a custom inlay of 
them. I printed this coaster out in black. I would like to fill in the letters in orange. I just don't 
know how to extract the shapes to print out just the inlay portions. Don't really want someone 
to do it for me as much as pointing me in the right direction to be able to do it myself. thanks.
Many of my student projects are giving me this same message... 410 - The requested page 
has expired. How can I view student work?
I have been gone from Tinker CAD for a very long time. I was hoping to find all of my old 
designs. Are they gone or am I not looking in the right place?
I used to use this program every day, but as of lately, I can't even get it to load on Chrome or 
FireFox. Is it down for maintenance, or is my instance broken?
Can someone tell me how to add a design to "Favorites"?
I created an account for my son and I received the email to "Approve".  I clicked on approve 
however my son can not use the account. It appears there is a lag time from the time I 
approve???? My son has a work shop this evening and he is required to have a Tinkercad 
account.  Can you manually approve?
Why is it that selecting objects in the tutorial other than the largest ones fails so often? The 
controls and instructions are incredible simple and easy, but 3 times out of 4, when i try to 
select an object, it just won't select it, no matter what angle i rotate the view to, or how far in 
or out i zoom it. This is especially true with objects moved inside orange guidelines.
Can Tinkercad be used to design simple 2D architecture style drafting for a remodel of my 
home?

Memo: Time for an 
educator’s forum?

Open Coding
Evening, I was making a complicated design involving multiple parts, and while grouping the 
pieces, smaller "shards" or fragments appeared near the group.
So I would like to know if someone knows a way to take this object 
https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2539276 - and fill in the letters to make a custom inlay of 
them. I printed this coaster out in black. I would like to fill in the letters in orange. I just don't 
know how to extract the shapes to print out just the inlay portions. Don't really want someone 
to do it for me as much as pointing me in the right direction to be able to do it myself. thanks.
Many of my student projects are giving me this same message... 410 - The requested page 
has expired. How can I view student work?
I have been gone from Tinker CAD for a very long time. I was hoping to find all of my old 
designs. Are they gone or am I not looking in the right place?
I used to use this program every day, but as of lately, I can't even get it to load on Chrome or 
FireFox. Is it down for maintenance, or is my instance broken?
Can someone tell me how to add a design to "Favorites"?
I created an account for my son and I received the email to "Approve".  I clicked on approve 
however my son can not use the account. It appears there is a lag time from the time I 
approve???? My son has a work shop this evening and he is required to have a Tinkercad 
account.  Can you manually approve?
Why is it that selecting objects in the tutorial other than the largest ones fails so often? The 
controls and instructions are incredible simple and easy, but 3 times out of 4, when i try to 
select an object, it just won't select it, no matter what angle i rotate the view to, or how far in 
or out i zoom it. This is especially true with objects moved inside orange guidelines.
Can Tinkercad be used to design simple 2D architecture style drafting for a remodel of my 
home?

Memo: Institutional 
Permissions

Open Coding
Evening, I was making a complicated design involving multiple parts, and while grouping the 
pieces, smaller "shards" or fragments appeared near the group.
So I would like to know if someone knows a way to take this object 
https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2539276 - and fill in the letters to make a custom inlay of 
them. I printed this coaster out in black. I would like to fill in the letters in orange. I just don't 
know how to extract the shapes to print out just the inlay portions. Don't really want someone 
to do it for me as much as pointing me in the right direction to be able to do it myself. thanks.
Many of my student projects are giving me this same message... 410 - The requested page 
has expired. How can I view student work?
I have been gone from Tinker CAD for a very long time. I was hoping to find all of my old 
designs. Are they gone or am I not looking in the right place?
I used to use this program every day, but as of lately, I can't even get it to load on Chrome or 
FireFox. Is it down for maintenance, or is my instance broken?
Can someone tell me how to add a design to "Favorites"?
I created an account for my son and I received the email to "Approve".  I clicked on approve 
however my son can not use the account. It appears there is a lag time from the time I 
approve???? My son has a work shop this evening and he is required to have a Tinkercad 
account.  Can you manually approve?
Why is it that selecting objects in the tutorial other than the largest ones fails so often? The 
controls and instructions are incredible simple and easy, but 3 times out of 4, when i try to 
select an object, it just won't select it, no matter what angle i rotate the view to, or how far in 
or out i zoom it. This is especially true with objects moved inside orange guidelines.
Can Tinkercad be used to design simple 2D architecture style drafting for a remodel of my 
home?

Memo: Alumni?

Open Coding
Evening, I was making a complicated design involving multiple parts, and while grouping the 
pieces, smaller "shards" or fragments appeared near the group.
So I would like to know if someone knows a way to take this object 
https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2539276 - and fill in the letters to make a custom inlay of 
them. I printed this coaster out in black. I would like to fill in the letters in orange. I just don't 
know how to extract the shapes to print out just the inlay portions. Don't really want someone 
to do it for me as much as pointing me in the right direction to be able to do it myself. thanks.
Many of my student projects are giving me this same message... 410 - The requested page 
has expired. How can I view student work?
I have been gone from Tinker CAD for a very long time. I was hoping to find all of my old 
designs. Are they gone or am I not looking in the right place?
I used to use this program every day, but as of lately, I can't even get it to load on Chrome or 
FireFox. Is it down for maintenance, or is my instance broken?
Can someone tell me how to add a design to "Favorites"?
I created an account for my son and I received the email to "Approve".  I clicked on approve 
however my son can not use the account. It appears there is a lag time from the time I 
approve???? My son has a work shop this evening and he is required to have a Tinkercad 
account.  Can you manually approve?
Why is it that selecting objects in the tutorial other than the largest ones fails so often? The 
controls and instructions are incredible simple and easy, but 3 times out of 4, when i try to 
select an object, it just won't select it, no matter what angle i rotate the view to, or how far in 
or out i zoom it. This is especially true with objects moved inside orange guidelines.
Can Tinkercad be used to design simple 2D architecture style drafting for a remodel of my 
home?



Open Coding
Evening, I was making a complicated design involving multiple parts, and while grouping the 
pieces, smaller "shards" or fragments appeared near the group.
So I would like to know if someone knows a way to take this object 
https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2539276 - and fill in the letters to make a custom inlay of 
them. I printed this coaster out in black. I would like to fill in the letters in orange. I just don't 
know how to extract the shapes to print out just the inlay portions. Don't really want someone 
to do it for me as much as pointing me in the right direction to be able to do it myself. thanks.
Many of my student projects are giving me this same message... 410 - The requested page 
has expired. How can I view student work?
I have been gone from Tinker CAD for a very long time. I was hoping to find all of my old 
designs. Are they gone or am I not looking in the right place?
I used to use this program every day, but as of lately, I can't even get it to load on Chrome or 
FireFox. Is it down for maintenance, or is my instance broken?
Can someone tell me how to add a design to "Favorites"?
I created an account for my son and I received the email to "Approve".  I clicked on approve 
however my son can not use the account. It appears there is a lag time from the time I 
approve???? My son has a work shop this evening and he is required to have a Tinkercad 
account.  Can you manually approve?
Why is it that selecting objects in the tutorial other than the largest ones fails so often? The 
controls and instructions are incredible simple and easy, but 3 times out of 4, when i try to 
select an object, it just won't select it, no matter what angle i rotate the view to, or how far in 
or out i zoom it. This is especially true with objects moved inside orange guidelines.
Can Tinkercad be used to design simple 2D architecture style drafting for a remodel of my 
home?

Memo: Community again

Axial coding

Review the codes and memos, organising them according to themes 
that cut across the individual documents

Memo: Nice 
community spirit

Memo: 

Institutional 

Permissions
Community support ideas:

Alumni
Educators

“Shard” as a feature name?

Bug: Firefox load

Sometimes people don’t want help

Parent assigning 

permissions to 

son

Reliability through constant comparison

Evening, I was making a complicated design involving multiple parts, and while 
grouping the pieces, smaller "shards" or fragments appeared near the group.
So I would like to know if someone knows a way to take this object 
https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2539276 - and fill in the letters to make a custom 
inlay of them. I printed this coaster out in black. I would like to fill in the letters in 
orange. I just don't know how to extract the shapes to print out just the inlay 
portions. Don't really want someone to do it for me as much as pointing me in the 
right direction to be able to do it myself. thanks.
Many of my student projects are giving me this same message... 410 - The 
requested page has expired. How can I view student work?
I have been gone from Tinker CAD for a very long time. I was hoping to find all of 
my old designs. Are they gone or am I not looking in the right place?
I used to use this program every day, but as of lately, I can't even get it to load on 
Chrome or FireFox. Is it down for maintenance, or is my instance broken?
Can someone tell me how to add a design to "Favorites"?
I created an account for my son and I received the email to "Approve".  I clicked on 
approve however my son can not use the account. It appears there is a lag time 
from the time I approve???? My son has a work shop this evening and he is 
required to have a Tinkercad account.  Can you manually approve?
Why is it that selecting objects in the tutorial other than the largest ones fails so 
often? The controls and instructions are incredible simple and easy, but 3 times out 
of 4, when i try to select an object, it just won't select it, no matter what angle i 
rotate the view to, or how far in or out i zoom it. This is especially true with objects 
moved inside orange guidelines.
Can Tinkercad be used to design simple 2D architecture style drafting for a remodel 
of my home?

Help from 
community or 

self-sufficiency?
How to evaluate your Part II project



When HCI methods will be relevant

• Systems that a user will interact with
• e.g. games, programming systems, VR

• Systems with perceptual goals
• e.g. graphics, audio, affective computing

• Systems that you plan to deploy
• e.g. apps, mobile sensing, software tools

• Systems that analyse social data
• In all these cases, you will be doing research with human 

participants - guidance is available & permission is necessary
• https://www.tech.cam.ac.uk/Ethics_guidance

Thinking about evaluation (even if not HCI)

• Approach ‘testing’ as a scientific exercise, with intellectual outcomes
– Define goals and hypotheses
– Understand boundaries and performance limits by exploring them - failure is necessary!

• Should your evaluation be analytic (reasoning/argument) …
– How consistent / well-structured is your analytic framework?

• … or empirical (measurement/observation)?
– What are you measuring & why? Are the measurements compatible with your claims (validity)?

• Should your evaluation be formative or summative in nature?
– If formative – couldn’t you finish your project?

– If summative – are the criteria internal (from some theory) or external (from some problem)?

• Is your data quantitative or qualitative?
– Descriptive aspects of the system, or engineering performance data?

– If qualitative, how will you establish objectivity (i.e. that this is not simply your own opinion)? 

Summary of analytic options (analysing your design)

• Cognitive Walkthrough
– Normally used in formative contexts – if you do have a working system, then why aren’t you 

observing a real user (far more informative than simulating/imagining one)? 

– But Cognitive Walkthrough can be a valuable time-saving precaution before user studies start, to 
fix blatant usability bugs

• GOMS
– unlikely you’ll have alternative detailed UI designs in advance

– If you have a working system, a controlled observation is superior

• Cognitive Dimensions (lecture 8) 
– better suited to less structured tasks than CW & GOMS, which rely on predefined user goal & 

task structure 

Summary of empirical options (collecting data)

• Interviews/ethnography
– could be useful in formative/preparation phase

• Think-aloud / Wizard of Oz
– valuable for both paper prototypes and working systems

– can uncover usability bugs if analysed rigorously using qualitative methods
• It would be wise to make this clear in your dissertation, to avoid reasonable suspicion of bad techniques

• Controlled experiments
– numbers sometimes appear more ‘scientific’, but only:

• If you can measure the important attributes in a meaningful way

• If you test significance and report confidence interval of observed means

• Questionnaires
– be clear what you are measuring – is self-report accurate?

• Field Testing
– controlled release (and data collection?) may be possible

• See human participants guidance for empirical methods



Surveys and questionnaires

• Standardised psychometric instruments can be used 
– To evaluate mental states such as fatigue, stress, confusion

– To assess individual differences (IQ, introversion …)

• Alternatively, questionnaires can be used to collect subjective or self-report 
evaluation from users
– as in market research / opinion polls

– ‘I like this system’ (and my friend who made it)

– ‘I found it intuitive’ (and I like my friend)

• This kind of data can be of limited value
– Can be biased, and self-report is often inaccurate anyway

– It’s hard to design questionnaires to avoid these problems

Questionnaire design

• Open questions … 
– Capture richer qualitative information

– But require a coding frame to structure & compare data (if hypotheses)

– Or grounded theory methods (if you have broader questions)

• Closed questions … 
– Yes/No or Likert scale (opinion from 1 to 5)

– Quantitative data is easier to compare, but limited insight

• Collecting survey data via interviews gives more insight but questionnaires are 
faster
– Can collect data from a larger sample

– Remember to test questionnaires with a pilot study, as it’s easier to get them wrong than with 
interviews 

Product field testing

• Brings advantages of task analysis/ethnography  to assessment and testing phases 
of product cycle.

• Case study: Intuit Inc.’s Quicken product
– originally based on interviews and observation

– follow-me-home programme after product release:
• random selection of shrink-wrap buyers;

• observation while reading manuals, installing, using.

– Quicken success was attributed to the programme:
• survived predatory competition from Microsoft Money

• later valued at $15 billion.

Bad evaluation techniques - don’t use these!

• Purely affective reports: 20 subjects answered the question “Do you like this nice new user interface 
more than that ugly old one?”
– Might apparently be empirical or quantitative (do you like it on a scale of 1 to 10)

– But probably biased – if these are your friends, or trying to please (experimental demand)

• No testing at all: “It was deemed that more colours should be used in order to increase usability.”
– Apparently formative/analytic

– But subjective – since the author is the subject

• Introspective reports made by a single subject (often the programmer, project manager or your 
project supervisor): “I find it far more intuitive to do it this way, and the users will too.”
– Might be apparently analytic or qualitative, for example drawing on folk wisdom

– But is often both biased and subjective

– Unfortunately common in industry - the HiPPO evaluation method (Highest-Paid Person’s Opinion)



Lecture 8:
Designing complex systems
Case studies on applying theory to hard HCI problems

Overview of the course

• Theory driven approaches to HCI
• Design of visual displays
• Goal-oriented interaction
• Designing smart systems (guest lecturer)
• Designing efficient systems
• Designing meaningful systems (guest lecturer)
• Evaluating interactive system designs
• Designing complex systems

What are some things that make designs 
complex?

• How complex is the domain? 
• How many different tasks might a user perform?
• How well defined are the outcomes? (Wicked problems, L3)
• How easy is it to understand each part?
• When the parts are put together how easy is to guess the 

behaviour?
• Does the system do things when the user isn’t there? (Attention 

Investment from L3)

Designing tasks vs interaction spaces

Consider a (slightly silly) APIs for sending a message:
(1) sendTheRightMessage()
(2) sendMessage(Enum message)
(3) sendMessage(String message, Urgency status)

• Naive design would result (1). Complex systems tend to be 
built out of reusable components that the users configure (2,3)

• Building this kind of system involves discussing tradeoffs as 
well as detailed design decisions

• This is the kind of system that most of you will build: 
Programming languages, APIs, AI systems



Broad brush techniques

• Descriptions of specific actions result in a ‘death by detail’
• Don’t describe specific actions with an interface

• Instead describe interaction with a level of analytical distance from 
the interface

• These techniques often give names to the patterns

Broad brush techniques

• Descriptions of specific actions result in a ‘death by detail’
• Don’t describe specific actions with an interface

• Use an analytical frame which is a way of structuring a description of 
an interaction

• Instead describe interaction with a level of analytical distance from 
the interface

• The description can then be compared to an ideal for a domain to 
become a critical perspective (see Lecture 1)

Cognitive Dimensions of Notations (CDNs): 
Analytical Frame

A user Performs an 
activity 

Interface containing 
notations, described 
along a number of 
dimensions 

Cognitive Dimensions of Notations (CDNs): 
Analytical Frame

A user Performs an 
activity 

Interface containing 
notations, described 
along a number of 
dimensions 



CDNs: A simple example

Me Exploratory Design Interface (Google Slides)

“Can I make my 
slides less ugly?”

CDNs: A simple example (Demo)

• One described change “Make the font of the headings Comic 
Sans”
• Select the first slide, change the font
• Select the second slide, change the font
• Yawn.

• This is repetition Viscosity, many operations to perform one 
change

• Design maneuver: Introduce an Abstraction (master slide), 
decreases Viscosity, but increases Premature Commitment 

• NB: CDNs analysis is meaningless independent of an interface.

CDNs: Activities CDNs: Dimensions



CDNs: Profile CDNs: Profile

Case Study: Dynamo’s type system

Dynamo

• Language for exploring building designs
• Live Demo
• Includes a constructor Point(x, y, z) and array literal syntax 

[1,2]

Design question for discussion:

“What should Point([0, 1, 2], 10, 10) do?”

- What activities are important? 

- How important: Viscosity? Premature commitment? Hidden 

Dependencies? Abstraction hunger?



Case Study: Interaction with 
Machine Learning

FlashFill for Excel

• From 2011 research by Sumit Gulwani at Microsoft Research
• “Synthesises a program from input-output examples”

• How do you choose the examples?
• How do you know what will happen?

•
• Live Demo (requires Excel 2013/16)

• Paste a list of semi-structured text data into the left column
• Type an example transform result in top cell to the right, then <Enter>
• Press <Ctrl+E>

Some current research problems

Augmented reality is still a visual 
representation (remember metaphor?)

Microsoft Hololens



Programming, or direct manipulation?

• Many Internet of Things (IoT) devices have 
physical switches etc
• But how do you define configuration, policy, 

future action?
• Now we need a notation - or a programming 

language
• Remember behavioural economics and 

attention investment
• Even around your house, bounded rationality 

happens

Philips Hue Light control

Conversational agents

• Do they build a user model, goal model or task model?
• Will this be more or less complex than FlashFill?
• How can you see it the model?

• i.e. what is the notation?
• How could you modify the model?

• … in response to errors (yours, or the system’s)
• … if you change your goals?

• Does having a ‘body’ help?
• (remember metaphor)

Amazon Echo / Alexa agent

Human issues in machine learning

• Ethics and accountability
• automating and/or justifying bias and prejudice

• Digital humanities
• treating text and images as meaningful and sophisticated
• (rather than just statistical fodder)

• Reward
• who does the intellectual ‘work’ of providing training corpus content, data 

labelling, how are they paid, and where do the profits go?

Global challenges

• Is knowledge infrastructure built to ...
• … prioritise low income populations
• … advance United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (human rights, 

education etc)?

Africa’s Voices Foundation / Cambridge Global Challenges 
Initiative



Further interest...

• Part II: Project
• Part III: Interacting with Machine Learning
• Research Skills: Working with artists and 

designers


